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* Entry Warrants, Removal Warrants, Investigative Medical Exam 
Warrants, and Investigative School Interview Warrants 



Background - Legal Rights e1j ... 
• Fourth Amendment - people are entitled "to be 

secure in ineir persons, nouses, papers and 
effects,against unreasonable searches and 
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seizures. 
• Fourteenth Amendment - Privacy rights under 

the Fourth Amendment are protected against 
state action by the Due Process Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. 

• Parents and children have a well-elaborated 
constitutional right to live together without 
governmental interference 

• 42 U.S.C. 1983 Civil Rights 



Background Case Law 
• State and federal court cases have made clear that 

social workers' investigations of child abuse and 
removal of minors are subject to the warrant 
requirement of the Fourth Amendment. 

• Warrants protect individual family member's Fourth 
Amendment right against unreasonable searches 
and seizures, as well as the parents' and children's 
Fourteenth Amendment right to live together without 
government interference, and thus not to be 
separated by the state without due process of law 
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Background: Entry/Search of Home 
for Child Welfare Investigation 

Search Warrant Objective 
Child Welfare Workers must obtain a search warrant and law 
enforcement assistance. to enter residences to conduct child 
abuse or neglect investigations unless they have (a) the 
consent of a person who has apparent authority over the 
premises, or (b) reliable evidence that a child present in the 
home is at immediate risk of physical harm (exigent 
circumstances). 

Seizure Warrant Objective 
SSW must obtain a seizure warrant to detain or remove a 
child from the custody of his/her parents unless (1) the SSW 
determines that a child is described by Welfare and Institutions 
Code § 300(b) or(g) and is in immediate danger of suffering 
physical harm,. or (2) a law enforcement officer has removed 
the child from the physical custody of a parent and turns the 

I child over to the SSW. 



Background - CFS Policy and 
Procedure 

• Warrants; Number G-0901 (DRAFT) 

 

Application for Warrant F063-25-589 
Application to Recall Warrant F063-25- 
Notice of Intent Not to Commence 
Juvenile Court Proceedings Under 

WIC § 300 F063-25-591 
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WARRANTLESS ENTRY INTO A HOME 

A social worker conducting a child abuse or 
neglect investigation may not enter a home 
without a search warrant, unless either of 
two circumstances are present: 
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(1)The SSW obtained consent by a 
person with the apparent authority to 
provide it; or 
(2) Exigent circumstances justify a 
warrantless entry. 	 OPW 
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Types of Consent 

A person with apparent authority to consent 
to a search of the home may consent in two 
different ways: 

1. Actual Consent: Actual consent is 
normally given verbally by responding, "Yes, 
you may enter my home," "Yes, you may 
speak to my child, or Yes, you may inspect 
my child for injuries." Document all specific 
words used by the person giving consent in the 
case notes. 
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Types of Consent, (Continued) 
2. Implied Consent: Consent may be implied 

through conduct or by a demonstrative 
gesture that indicates consent to enter. (i.e. 
waiving hands to come into the home or 
stepping aside to allow the SSW to enter the 
home. HOWEVER, the SSW should always 
attempt verbally to confirm the non-verbal 
gesture of consent. 

NOTE: A parent's failure to object to home entry 
and search is not sufficient for implied 
consent. In other words, a SSW should not 
interpret silence as a sign of consent. 
Instead, the SSW should request a verbal 
response indicating that the SSW may enter. 
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Voluntary Consent 
Consent to enter a home must be freely and 
voluntarily given. SSWs must ensure never to 
coerce, or force consent to enter and search a 
home. Coercion may take a number of forms. 
For example, a SSW would coerce consent by 
causing the parent to believe that the child will 
be removed from the home if the parent refuses 
to let SSW enter. Consent is coerced when 
obtained in response to an expressed or implied 
assertion of authority by the ,,SSW, or the 
accompanying police officer. 
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Withdrawal of Consent 

The occupant or parent controls the scope 
of consent, and is free to limit or withdraw 
consent at any time. The fact that the 
parent or occupant initially gave 
permission for a search does not waive 
the parent or occupant's right to withdraw 
that consent. A person can withdraw 
consent either expressly (i.e. "Stop it," or 
"Get out of my house!") or impliedly (by 
blocking your way into a room). 



Withdrawal o f Consent (Continued) 

If consent is withdrawn, the SSW must 
limit-the search to those areas of the 
property or kinds of searches still 
permitted, or immediately leave, the 
residence if so requested, unless exigent 
circumstances exist. 
***Note :  Social worker is not required to 
inform the parent of their right to 
refuse/withdraw consent. 
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Exigent Circumstances: Entry 
and Removal 

Exigent circumstances exist when there is 
"reasonable cause to believe that the 
child is in imminent danger of serious 
bodily injury and that the scope of intrusion 
is reasonably necessary to avert that 
specific injury." Exigent circumstances is a 
separate exception to the warrant 
requirement from consent. Thus a SSW 
does not need to obtain consent when he 
or she identifies exigent circumstances. 
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Exigent Circumstances -Imminent 
Danger 

• The seriousness of the potential harm to the child does 
not create exigent circumstances if the risk is not 
imminent. 

• The first question each SSW should ask when 
contemplating entry into the home on the basis of 
exigent circumstances is whether the SSW has time to 
get a warrant. This is the single determining factor 
whether the danger to the child is imminent. If there is 
time to get warrant, then the danger is not imminent, 
and there are not exigent circumstances justifying 
warrantless entry into the home. It does not matter how 
serious the physical harm that may come to the child, if 
there is time to get a warrant before that harm will befall 
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Hospital Holds 

SSWs will often receive reports from hospitals 
that a child has been born to a mother who 
tested positive for illegal narcotics or is mentally 
unstable, and that the hospital does not want to 
release the newborn to the parents out of fear of 
harm to the child. Under the Fourth 
Amendment, a "hold" is treated in the same 
manner as a "removal". Both are considered a 
"seizure." Therefore, hospital holds are also 
subject to the Fourth Amendment's warrant 
requirement absent consent or exigent 
circumstances. 
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INVESTIGATIVE MEDICAL EXAMS 

Social work staff will jjy obtain an 
evidentiary medical exam of a child with: 

• Parental consent. 

• Exigent circumstances that demonstrate a 
medical emergency requiring immediate 
attention or a reasonable concern that 
material evidence might dissipate (e.g., 
sexual assault occurring within the 
previous 72 hours), OR 

• A court order for an investigative medical 
0 exam. 
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INVESTIGATIVE MEDICAL EXAMS 
(Continued) 

Without exigent circumstances or parental 
consent, parents must be notified and 
judicial approval granted before children 
are subjected to investigatory physical 
examinations. For court order requests, 
refer to the "Warrant Policy" below. The 
authority of law enforcement only to order 
an investigative medical exam is 
insufficient. 
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Although Penal Code § 11174.3 permits SSWs 
to interview children suspected to be victims of 
abuse or neglect without notice to or consent 
from the child's parent or guardian at school, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 
recently ruled that an Oregon social worker (with 
law enforcement present) should not have 
interviewed a child in a private office at her 
school without a warrant, court order, exigent 
circumstances, or parental consent because it 
violated the child's constitutional rights. 
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School Interviews - Immediate 
Response Referrals 

• When conducting an investigation at a school, US staff 
will respond within 2 hours of assignment notification and 
without law enforcement. School interviews will be 
limited to 30 minutes in duration unless information 
gathered during the course of the interview suggests 
imminent risk to the child and further questioning is 
needed to make a determination. 

• If during the course of a school interview information is 
obtained that indicates either the need to take a child 
into protective custody or the need for immediate 
medical care for the child, CFS staff will first notify school 
personnel that exigent circumstances exist, and then 
contact law enforcement for assistance. Exigent 
circumstances must exist before law enforcement is 
contacted to respond. 



School Interviews - Immediate 
Response Referrals (Continued) 

• Prior to commencing all school interviews, CFS 
staff will inform the child that he/she can refuse 
to be interviewed or stop the interview at any 
time. 

• If not placing the child into protective custody 
and/or immediate medical concerns do not exist, 
when information gathered during the school 
interview suggests possible criminal conduct, 
CFS staff will complete the interview, leave the 
school premises, and subsequently cross report 
to law enforcement for follow up. 



School Interviews - 10  
Response Referrals 

CFS staff will not conduct interviews at 
school without parental consent, court 
order, or an investigatory school 
warrant. Note: When the non-offending 
parent is the Reporting Party, consider 
obtaining consent from that parent to 



School Interviews - 10 Day 
.

Response Referrals (Continued) 
CFS staff will consider obtaining an investigatory 
school warrant: 

1. When two or more home visits have been 
attempted and have been unsuccessful. 

2. When prior history indicates domestic violence 
or weapons in the home. 

3. When there is other reasonable cause to believe 
that a school interview is necessary to ensure 
the safety and protection of the child, after 
consultation with a Senior Social Services 
Supervisor (SSSS). 

NOTE: When an investigatory school warrant is 
deemed necessary, consult with a SSSS prior to 
contacting County Counsel for direction 



School Interviews - Other 
Circumstances 

The above guidelines do not apply to 
school interviews of children who have 
been ordered detained by Juvenile Court, 
or children who are currently Juvenile 
C 	For monthly contacts 
on non-court (voluntary) cases, staff will 
not conduct interviews at school without 
parental consent. 
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School Interviews - Dependent 
Children Living At Home Under Family 

Maintenance: Best Practice Tips 
• Use school interviews when interviewing a child 

in placement will not result in accurate, honest, 
or forthcoming information. 

• DO NOT interview a child at school simply 
because it is more convenient for your schedule. 

• Always attempt to obtain parental consent for 
the school interview prior to the interview.. 

• Document the consent in your case notes (i.e. 
the specific statement the parent made 
authorizing the school interview 
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Removal of Child at School 
If during the course of an interview of a 
child at school, a SSW becomes 
convinced that the child must 	removed 
from the custody of his or her parent or 
guardian, absent exigent circumstances 
for removal, a warrant will be required. 
Removing a child at school also 
constitutes a "seizure" under the Fourth 
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ALTERNATIVES BEFORE 
OBTAINING A SEARCH WARRANT 

If in the bourse of the investigating a 
referral, the SSW determines there is no 
suggestion of immediate risk of harm to a 
child, the SSW should proceed to explore 
other alternatives before obtaining a 
search. warrant. 

/1 



SEARCH WARRANTS 

SSW must obtain a search warrant if the parents do not 
consent to home entry and there are no exigent 
circumstances justifying warrantless entry. A search 
warrant is an order from a court allowing law 
enforcement and the SSW to enter a home over the 
objection of the person residing in the home to search for 
a child suspected to be the victim of abuse or neglect. A 
seizure warrant is an order from a court authorizing law 
enforcement and a SSW to remove a child from the 
custody of his or her parent or guardian. Although these 
two documents often take the form of a combined search 
and seizure warrant, allowing for both entry into the 
home to search for the child, and to remove him or her; 
for child welfare purposes the application for a warrant 
will generally cover one purpose (i.e. interview or entry 
orremoväl.). 
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Search Warrants —Probable Cause 

To obtain a search and seizure warrant, the SSW must 
convince a court that probable cause exists to allow 
him/her to enter a residence in order to investigate 
allegations of suspected abuse or neglect. Probable 
cause means a "fair probability" that child resides at a 
particular location who is the victim of abuse or neglect. 
A "fair probability". is more than a hunch, but less than 
absolute certainty. Thus, at its most basic level, applying 
for a search warrant involves convincing a judge that the 
SSW has sufficient evidence of child abuse and neglect 
to justify entry into a private residence without 
permission of the occupant. 
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Preparing a Search/Seizure 
Warrant Application 

A warrant will be requested when 
determined, in consultation with thE 
assigned Senior Social Services 
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Supervisor (SSSS), that neither consent 
nor exigent circumstances exist and that 
filing a Non-Detained Petition is not 
sufficiently expeditious to secure the 
child's safety. Application for Warrant 
(F063-25-58

.
9) will be used to submit the 

request to Court. 



Application for Warrant - 
Statement of Facts 

A statement of facts provides the reviewing 
judge with all the information known to the SSW 
that he or she believes supports entry into a 
private residence to investigate child abuse or 
neglect, and/or removal of a child. The 
statement of facts should be as detailed as 
possible, as the more facts and evidence 
included, the more likely the judge will be 
convinced that the SSW should be allowed entry 

• into the home. 
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Application for Warrant - 
Statement of Facts (Continued) 

Statements of fact are written in narrative 
fashion, they can include attachments 
such as photographs or 'documentary 
evidence if such attachments make a 
stronger case for the judge to find that 
probable cause justifies issuance of a 
warrant. Keep in mind though, that the 
judge may not have a lot of time to review 
the search warrant application. 
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Application for.Warrant - 
Statement of Facts (Continued) 

A statement of facts should include the SSW's 
opinion of what kind of abuse or neglect he or 
she believes has occurred, and what evidence 
supports that opinion. When writing statements 
of fact, SSWs should keep in mind that the judge- 
will not know anything about the case. The SSW 
should back u every assertion with reference to 
a report or investigation. In other words, a 
statement of fact should state why, based on the 
evidence, .the SSW believes that a child is a 
victim of abuse or neglect, and will be located in 
a particular place. 
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Application for Warrant - 
Staternent.of Facts (Continued) 

The SSW r.n.;ust state sufficient factual 
information to, establish probable cause, 
state the source of the information, and 
establish the reliability ,  of the information. 
it should be clea r how: the 5.8W knows the 
facts he or she is presenting-, 
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Obtaining Warrant During Business 
Hours 

During business hours, the Application. 
for Warrant ('F063-25-589) will be: 

. Completed by the assigned 
SSW/Warrant Desk, and 

• Signed by the SSW and SSSS, and 
• Faxed, emailed, or walked into CFS 
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Court Officers and 
offices. 



Obtaining Warrant During Business 
Hours (Continued) 

Once County Counsel has reviewed and 
approved the application, Court Officer Clerical 
staff will file the application with the Warrants 
Clerk and deliver it to the designated Judge via 
a Court Officer. 
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When the warrant is ordered or denied by the.   
designated Juvenile Court Judge, the requesting 
SSW and SSSS will be notified by the Court 
Officer by phone or email. The Court Officer will 
fax a copy of the signed warrant to the assigned 
SSW. 



Obtaining Warrant After Business 
Hours 

After business hours, the Application for 
Warrant (F063-25-589) will be: 

• Completed by the assigned 
SSW/Warrant Desk, and 

• Signed by the 33W and 3333, and 
• Faxed, emailed, or hand-delivered 
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to the designated after-hours on-call 
County Counsel. 



Obtaining Warrant After Business 
Hours (Continued) .  

Once the application has been reviewed and approved 
by County Counsel, the designated County Counsel will 
contact the Presiding Judge of the Juvenile Court or 
designated Dependency Court Bench Officer and 
arrange to fax, email or hand-deliver the application. 
If the warrant is approved, County Counsel will pick up 
the sighed warrant from the Presiding Judge of the 
Juvenile Court or designated Dependency Court Bench 
Officer and notify the requesting SSW County Counsel 
will fax a copy of the signed warrant to the requesting 
SSW or the SSW will arrange to pick up the warrant. 
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Serving a Warrant Authorized by 
the Court 

For warrant petitions authorized by Court, the 
assigned SSW will contact the law enforcement 
officer and coordinate a return to the home. The 
SSW will present the signed warrant to the 
officer who will serve the parent/guardian with 
the warrant. Ensure that only those 
persons/agencies listed on the warrant enter the 
residence (**NOTE:  This is why law 
enforcement must always be listed on the 
warrant application.) 



Serving a Warrant Authorized by 
the Court (continued) 

Per Penal Code § 1534, warrants will be 
executed within 10 days after the date of 
issuance.'After the expiration of 10 days, 
unless executed, the warrant is VOID. 
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Warrant Petitions That Are Denied 
By Court 

For warrant petitions denied by Court, the 
assigned SSW will consider, in 
consultation with the assigned SSSS, a 
Non-Detained Petition for - the child(ren). 
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Service/Recall/Return of Warrants 

Once issued by Court, CFS-requested warrants 
will either be served, recalled, or returned within 
10 days. No warrant will be left outstanding. 
- When the warrant is served to parent/guardian by law 

enforcement, no further action is necessary. 
- When the warrant cannot be served, social work staff 

will request it be recalled by the Court, or will return it 
to the Court. Application to Recall Warrant (F063-25- 
590) will be used to submit the request to Court. The 
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reason why the warrant was not served will be 
included with the request. 



Service/Recall/Return of Warrants 
(Continued) 

For processing the Application to 
(or Return) Warrant please use U 
outlined above under "Obtaining 
During Business Hours." 

Recall'  
ie policy 
Warrant 
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Service of Warrant - No Petition 
Filed 

Court will be notified when a warrant is served 
but the investigation does not result in a filed 
petition. Notice of Intent Not to Commence 
Juvenile Court Proceedings Under WIC §300 
(F063-25-591) will be completed with child's 
name, J/DP# number (if any), and a 
signatUre/date of the assigned SSW and SSSS. 
If no J/DP# exists, the Case Number section will 
be left blank. The. form will be sent by email, fax 
or pony mail to Court Officers. Clerical staff will 
submit the notice to the Juvenile Clerk's Office, 
New Petition desk. 
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Documentation 

If a CFS staff member becomes the 
subject of a civil lawsuit by a parent who 
claims unlawful entry or unlawful 
detention, the case notes documenting 
consent, exigent circumstances, or use of 
a warrant will serve as critical evidence 
in defendina the social worker's 2ctinns q.q 
well as their familiarity with this policy. 
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Documentation Entry/Search 

The child's case file will contain documentation 
establishing how entry to the home was 
obtained. Statements or behaviors giving or 
implying consent to enter, who gave consent, 
time of entry, and any witnesses to the 
consent. Statements of consent to search the 
premises of the home and interview the child. 
Exigent circumstances, if consent was not 
given. Use of warrant process, if parents 
refused entry or exigent circumstances did not 
exist. 



Documentation - Removal 

The child's case file will contain documentation 
establishing the assessment process used in 
determining need for removal. Structured 
Decision Making (SDM) tools will be used to 
articulate: 

Child's safety threats and high level of risk 
that justify the warrant request. 

Exigent circumstances, if warrant was not 
obtained. 
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Documentation - Investigative 
Medical Exams 

The child's case file will contain documentation 
establishing the reason that an evidentiary 
medical examination of the child was obtained.: 

Parental consent. 
Court order. 
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Exigent circumstances, e.g. urgent medical 
condition requiring immediate attention or 
need to preserve evidence of sexual assault 
occurring within the previous 72 hours. 



Documentation - Investigative 
School Interview 

The child's case file will contain 
documentation establishing the reason 
that for the interview of the child at school: 

Parental consent. 
Exigent circumstances. 
Investigatory school interview warrant. 
Other court order. 
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Documentation in Court Reports 

If a court ordered warrant was obtained, 
document the authority of actions taken in 
the courtreport. 
The assigned SSW will be responsible for 
ensuring that a copy of the warrant is filed 
in the referral packet. 
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